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New 6-4-4 Plan Adopted
By Stockton School System
Better Guidance Will Be Offered
To Junior College Students

'Junior Miss* Audience Roars
Over Sparkling Production
"Junior Miss" the Jerome and Joseph comedy of family life
opened last Friday night in the Pacific Little Theatre. The play here,
under the direction of DeMarcus Brown, proves to be one of those
in which the acting, directing, and producing move smoothly and
easily along with the brisk and fast-paced tempo needed for comedy,
thus making it a splendid and sparkling production.
The play is filled with rollicking humor, gaiety, and here and
there a touch of sadness. It offers

Knoles Honored on
25th Anniversary

a good opportunity for fine charac-;
terization which the cast handles j
with much triumph to their credit.1
AUDIENCE BOARS
Marcia Lou Brown demonstrates
April 2 will mark the twenty-fifth
fine ability as an actress in her por year of the Knoles reign of C.O.P.
trayal of "Junior Miss." The en campus. In commemoration of the
tire audience was in empathy with event a reception was held in An
her. Friday and Saturday nights as derson Hall on March 28. This date
they roared over her antics as "Ju was chosen as the annual meeting
dy," the pink-beribboned, sparkling- of the College Board of Trustees
eyed mischief of the Grave house met on campus at that time. Dur
hold, cried with her through the ing the early part of the evening
struggles of the teen-age miss, and Dr. and Mrs. Tully C. Knoles re
at the end of her performance ceived their guests. .
thanked her with generous and BURNS M.C.
thunderous applause.
Mr. Robert S. Burns was master
Art Farey has again missed his of ceremonies of a tribute program.
call by being publicity manager of Dean Fred A. Farley began the trib
the College rather than being a com ute, and the following people car
edian! Art, as one of the main ried it through: Mrs. Leslie Richard
stays of the play, does his role of son, former secretary to Dr. Knoles:
the father expertly. His playing is Mrs. Elois Grove, Mr. O. H. Ritter.
subtle and smooth yet played to the Mr. Charles Corbin. Miss Marie
point of being high-comedy with Breniman, Mrs. Robert Gordan, and
out becoming slapstick.
Mr. A. A. Stagg.
(See JUNIOR MISS, page 4, col. 3) SILVER DOLLARS
For the most part the speeches
were humorous, but they always
ended with a sincere statement
about Dr. and Mrs. Knoles. Towards
the end of "the program Mr. B. C.
Ictured above are the Kathertne Dunham dancers, famous colored
Wallace, of the Board of Trustees
ormers who have a score of stage and screen triumphs to their
presented the Knoles with a bag of
* It. The troupe will appear at the Stockton High School Auditorium
The Seventh Student Recital will
o^day evening, April 4 at 8:30 p.m. under the auspices of DeMarcus be presented in the college auditor silver dollars in honor of their -twen
ty-fifth year.
ium on the evening of Monday,
The following ladies under the
April 3 at 8:15.
The program will be as follows: chairmanship of Mrs. Thomas H.
"Solfeggietto"
C. P. E. Bach McCandless had charge of the re
"Contra Tranz No. 3".. . Beethoven freshments: Mesdames, Allan Ba
con, Arthur T. Bawden, J. Russel
Barbara Merriam, Piano
"La Plus que Lente"
Debussy (See Knoles Honored, page 2, col. 5)

Seventh Student
Recital To Be
Given

MAM DANCERS BRING
IAT WAVE TO STOCKTON

Dancing Ranges From Primitive African
To Low-Down Rhumba in Havana
' rom advanced reports, thermometers hereabouts will rise to the

•ting point on April 11th at 8:30 p. m. when Katherine Dunham
here at the Stockton High School Auditorium from Broadway
' topical Revue.

L orders now
A wording to DeMarcus Brown,
T whose auspices this unusual
'8 coming to Stockton, tickets
ava'lable now by mail orders
'' ^eople who desire preferred
•fee DUNHAM, page 4, col. 1)
5
A

ptitude
ests
^•ew students, transfers and
^hnien, who did not take
e Entrance Aptitude Tests
"r'ng registration week are
report to Room 210 of the
^frustration Building at 7
1)0k Wednesday evening,
'Prll 5_
Personnel Office has
to students afthis requirement. If
_
Is any question as to
r|*ther
or not you should
the itest, please Inquire at
kr m
If you are a trans^ have taken similar
^ at a former college, these
s will be accepted.
sm

notices

Austin Coggin,
Pacific Graduate,
Triumphs as Soloist

"Golliwog's Cakewalk"
Debussy
Alice Ostrander, Piano
"Have You Seen But A White Lily
Grow?"
17th Century English
"Ail Thine Own"
Edwards
"The Last Hour
Kramer
"Joy"
Edwards
Mildred Eachus, Voice
Alice Ostrander, Piano
"Clair de Lune"
Debussy
"Scherzando"
Beecher
Bertha Melcer, Piano
"Wohin"
Schubert
"When I Was Seventeen" . Kramer
"Slave Song"
Del Reigo
"Waltz Spng" (from Romeo et
Juliette)
Gounod
Marian Swanson, Voice
Marian Wichert, Piano
"Sonata Appassionata". . Beethoven
Allegro assai
Marian Wichert, Piano
'Ballade and Polonaise" Vieuxtemps
Donna Perrott, Violin
Marian Wichert, Piano

By John Gilchrist Elliott
Austin Coggin made a triumphant
return to Stockton last Monday
night as piano soloist with the
Stockton Symphony Orchestra. He
is the young man who graduated
from Pacific's Conservatory in 1932
with the announced intention of
doing post-graduate work in piano
until he had mastered the instru
ment.
GREAT OVATION
After the concert last Monday he
Tuesday—Dr. Knoles was present
modestly declared that in about
ninety-eight more years he might be at an all-day meeting of The Board
pretty good, but the enthusiastic of Education on C.O.P. campus. On
audience in the high school auditor the evening of the. same day, he and
ium couldn't see it that way, for Mrs. Knoles attended an informal
they gave him one of the greatest reception in celebration of their
ovations of this or any other year. 25th year on campus.
Thursday he spoke at a Jr. Cham
He played the von Weber "Konzertstuck", a concerto which lacks ber of Commerce meeting in Stock
great musical values, but which has ton.
Friday Dr. Knoles gave a short
explosive vitality and a bravura
style which is ideal for male pian address at a dinner meeting of "The
ists. With all due regard for the ex- Golden West Savings and Loan As
(See AUSTIN COGGIN, p. 2, ool. 4) sociation.

Knoles Notes

YWCA Sect'y Says
Some Jap-Americans
Prefer Camp to Us

Marion Reith, regional secretary
of the student YWCA, visited Pacific
Sunday afternoon and Monday and
delivered two startingly vibrant
and clear-cut talks on the subject,
"Are the Japanese-Americans com
ing back?"
Her speech at "Sunday at Seven"
was followed Monday afternoon at
4:30 by another concrete string of
facts centered on American-Japan
ese in and out of re-location centers.
QUALIFIED TO SPEAK
She is especially qualified to speak
on these centers, for she has been
greatly concerned with them since
the evacuation of 70,000 citizens
from tills coast, and the removal of
40,000 Japanese who weren't natur
alized.
The relocation centers were at
first characterized by extreme pri
vations, and these came to the no
tice of Mrs. Reith, such as one show
er house for 19,000 people, students
sitting on the floor at Tulelake while
they were trying to study, and no
private family unit. However, she
added, many improvements have
been made, and one would judge
from appearances that these cen
ters were permanent.
This is an awful fact, but appar(See JAP-AMERICANS, p. 4, co!. 4)

Adoption of the 6-4-4 plan by the
Stockton Junior College represents
the realization of Supt. of Schools
Andrew P. Hill's aspirations to cre
ate a community college as part of
the Stockton Unified School District.
This new plan is arranged so
that elementary schools will' con
sist of a six-year program, high
school will include the seventh,
eighth, ninth, and tenth grades,
while the junior college will take
in the eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth
and fourteenth grades, or the latter
half of high school and what is now
junior college.
Sixteen teachers from schools in
Stockton have just returned from a
three- to five-day study of four-year
colleges, including Pasadena, Compton, Pomona and Ventura.
LAND PURCHASE
The future purchase of forty acres
of land for this new system was of
ficially announced last Friday by
the Stockton Board of Education.
This land is located south of the
Knoles field near Stadium Drive. It
is not intended for the high schools,
but for the use of the larger junior
college.
UNIQUE SYSTEM
This is a unique combination. Al
though four-year junior colleges do
exist, they are rare, and the com
bination of a four-year junior col
lege and three years of upper divi
sion work is not in existence else
where in the world.
Faculty members who returned
from the visit readily agree that the
four-year junior college in practice,
as observed in other schools, is ac
complishing all that Supt. Hill
promised of it.
6-4-4 COURSES
Prof. J. M. Jantzen went on th
observation tour representing the
College of the Pacific Education de
partment. He will soon offer cours
es on the 6-4-4 plan in which it is
hoped all faculty members of Stock
ton schools will enroll. The purpose
of these service courses is to inform
faculty members on, and acquaint
them with the advantages of the
6-4-4 plan.
•
Dr. Bawden has pointed out that
before buildings can be erected and
classrooms designed, courses must
be planned, so it will be some time.'
before the plan will be in actual operation.
ADVANTAGES
Careful study reveals many ad
vantages of the new plan. These in
clude a well-rounded and complete
educational program centering all
vocational and adult work In one
large community unit and the meet
ing of psychological needs of sev(See 6-4-4 PLAN, page 5, col. 5)

P.S.A. Office Has
Scheduled Hours
Approximately 600 P. S. A.
cards have been sold. It might
be well to remember, those
of you who have not bought
your card, that all those wish
ing to participate in spring
sports (tennis, s w i m m i n g ,
track, baseball) must have a
P.S-A. Card. Contrary to a
former announcement, admis
sion to the swimming pool
will be by P.S.A. Card only.
Student body cards may still
be purchased at the P.S.A. of
fice. The office hours are:
Monday, Wednesday, Friday
from 9:50 to 11:40; 12:55 to
1:50; 3:40 to 4:30; Tuesday
and Thursday from 9:50 to
11:40 and 3:40 to 4:30.

tf-o/unen

Coast Guardwoman

P. Jl. <1.

Stan, Z+Uitf+t ui

*]lu> SpaM,
By JOE WILLIAMSON

Semper Fidelis

To oonilnue
feud between
this column and Private Weatover
of the bellhops would only lead to
eventual trouble with the powers
that be, so this department will be
bi( enough to knock It off. How
ever, If mentioned gyrene wants to
carry on personally where we left
off In black and white he knows
where this columnist can be found.
BLUNT AND TO THE POINT
There Isn't anyone here who
wouldn't greatly appreciate infor
mation as to what kind of duty
awaits him when, and if, he finds
himself wearing that beautiful gold
stripe. And, naturally, that feeling
is much more dominant among the
Midshipmen, for whom that old
commish is just around the corner,
more or less. Well, Don Hurst, re
cent Pacific trainee asked of his
company commander (an Ensign)
at Plattsburg, "Is there any chance
of getting into something we like?"
Reply—"Certainly, If you like land
ing barges."

Ensign, Lillian Kahan, former
Little Theatre star who made such
a hit in "Arsenic and Old Lace" and
Ladies in Retirement" is currently
making a hit in the U. ,S. Coast
Guard as a recently commissioned
Ensign In the SPARS.

INCIDENTAL INTELLIGENCE
Bill Dossett was bock visiting last
weekend; he and Ray "Bear" Jack
son made the rounds like old times.
Then there was the yellow sweater
episode of last week. Some of the
comments heard—"Takes more than
a sweater to make a sweater girl";
"There's still only one queen of 'em
all"; "Those gals are just jealous"
, . . Ken "Shorty" Peterson back
for a while last weekend before
leaving for sub chaser training at
Miami. . . . Vic Lagorio should
graduate from Middy school the
14th of next month. . , . Judging
(See NAVY, page 5, col. S)

By DON WESTOVER
This past semester lacked the vi
tality of a campus life due to the
week-ends restricted to indoor activ
ity by the weather; however once
again with spring in the air and
girls blossoming forth in two-piece
affairs, the swimming pool is to be
the center of recreation on the cam
pus. In anticipation of basking in
the sun and dips from the high-dive
the fellows are prophesying the
swimming on week-ends and at
night once more.
TORGERSON LETTER
A letter was received from one of
the members of the first
class to
migrate back to Parris Island from
(Continued from page 1)
Pacific last November. Kenneth quisite playing of women pianists
(See Semper Fidelis, page 4, col. 2) and 'teen-age prodigies who have
been soloists with the local orches
tra in recent years, Coggin's playing
was the first which brought forth
the full grandeur of the nine-foot
Steinway which graces the high
Chandler, Arizona and is now a pi school stage.
lot with the rank of second lieu CONSIDERABLE ATTAINMENT
tenant.
He is a pianist of considerable at
*
*
*
tainment. He has an excellent tech
Lt. Thomas Gardner has been as nical equipment and commands a
signed to a combat crew training sensitively graded dynamic gamut.
school at Ardmore Oklahoma Army He plays with precision, clarity and
Air Field. He is completing final
the intellectuality of a musician who
phase training as pilot of a heavy knows what he is after and how to
bombardment unit. He has com achieve it. Conductor Manlio Silva
pleted flight
training at Gardner, and the orchestra (with 27 PacificField, Taft, Stockton Field, and at ites listed) contributed a sparkling
tended technical school at Yale Un accompaniment. Coggin responded
iversity.
* * *
to spontaneous applause by playing
Bob Curnow, Torpedo Man third
class, is stationed at a Naval Air
Base somewhere in the South Pac
ific. Bob received his boot training
at Farragut, Idaho and advanced
training at San Diego.

Austin Coggin

fyosim&n. Pcuu^lcdieA.

Pvt. Lawrence French has been as
signed to the AAF Training Com
mand radio school for training as
SAFE
a radio operator mechanic at the
A Shore Patrol on one of the Sioux Falls Army Air Fipld, Sioux
trains between San Francisco and Falls, S. D.
IMS Angeles was making a methodleal inspection of each sailor's pass,
John Herceg has successfully com
and Anally came to a downy faced pleted the Army Air Forces advan
Apprentice Seaman travelling in a ced flying school at Williams Field,
drawing room with a gray-haired Chandler, Arizona and has been
lady who was obviously his mother. commissioned a second lieutenant.
"Let's see your pass, Mac," said the
S.P. "That's all right, Officer," said
Tom Cheatham recently grad
the lady. "He's with me."
uated from the Naval Air Training
Center, Corpus Christ! Texas, and
was commissioned a lieutenant in
the U. S. Marine Corps Reserve.

Richard Hayashi was recently
commissioned a second lieutenant in
*
•
*
the U. S. Army upon successfully
Norman Clayton is now stationed
completing the officer candidate at Camp Barkley, Texas, where he
course at the Infantry School at is teaching medical fundamentals.
Fort Benning, He was inducted into (See Former Paclflcites, p. 3, col. 5)
the South Pacific before going to
officer cadidate school four months
ago. He held the rank of sergeant
before being commissioned.
Walt Burke has completed the
Army Air Forces advanced flying
school training at Williams Field,

Lillian Kahan, former Pacific Lit
tle Theatre star, was among the
SPAR officers commissioned at the
U. S. Coast Guard Academy, New
London, Connecticut, last week.
While attending Pacific where she
received her A.B. degree, she was
the president of the Pan Hellenic
Council and her sorority, Epsilon
Lambda Sigma. Aside from her ex
perience in Little Theatre Produc
tions, she was also active in the Ra
dio Workshop, and has also done
some professional reading.
Ensign Kahan enlisted in the
SPARS May 13, 1943, was indoctrin
Former Pacific Student Tin.,
ated at Hunter College and served
Knoles Jr. is now working wltk
as a specialist, second class, in class
Red Cross at a Ninth Air f,
ification at Coast Guard Headquar
Headquarters Station somewhni
ters.
England.

Knoles Honored i

(Continued from page 1) I'

h:

Bodley. Charles W. Gulick,
Jantzen, Burton E. Ilokes, Pa.
Trueblood, G. Warren White
Louis L. Windmiller.
Representatives from the
Twenty-Fifth Year Club
Mrs. Charles E. Corbin and Mi
Marie L. Breniman, Miriam H.
ton, and Monreo Potts
Incidental music was fu
by the Mu Eta Trio consist;-.;
Betty Herrick, Eleanor But
and Phyllis Magnuson

the C sharp minor Waltz of cSj
and he could have played other i
cores, so great was the ware
proval of Stocktonians for a
boy who had spent twelve post uate years seeking the goal of H
tic piano playing.

A SAGE IDEAEASTER

Fox California
Now Showing
"The Sullivans"

Tuxedo

Friedberger's

Pastry Shop

Jewelry for the Service

Your Sweets Made to
Order
PACIFIC AVENUE

Man and Co-ed
Main Street

GRAND
ICE
CREAM

Decorate yourself for caster
the grand manner . . . wear a
Arrow shirt
/ f i l nt i i / cff/rfy;

Shell Product*
Tire and Battery
Service

Sibley E. Bush
Phones 3-0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

Our battalion of Arrows is jj*
finest in the land. Emphas^J
the 1938 fashion are the new p»
terned shirts in quiet designs
the solid colors in subdued shad
And of course, we also offer
Arrow whites for which
celebrated.
All are Mhoga-cut so they & Jj
better. All are Sanforized SW"*
guaranteed DOC to shm1"*
>

Norman Higgins
hi »|Ae of nrtAllnMMte we will (till be
•Me to offer nggestkei tar jrow deeeerte.

PHONE 7-7095
1923 PACIFIC AVENUE

Alert
Cleaners
EXPERT LAUNDRY
SERVICE
Pfccn* 7-7M8

2117 Pacific Ave.
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Marines vs. Sailors
Second Half Today
JACK SDLIilVAN, Editor

BetUfcd

SPORTS LOG
By JACK SULLIVAN
-This reporter being a newcomer to the C.O.P. campus should probk ep his big bazoo shut, but—" Words taken from March 10 issue
i pacific Weekly and found in Sports Log. And that word "but" is a
I- t • big one too, 'cause we didn't. We aren't going to start things
Pf . retracting any statements, gents, but we'll have to admit that the
Llor contingent had its reasons for complaining because of negligence
' "erning credit due. It isn't always the public hero who is the big
as there is always a story behind the scenes. And that could be
j the case in the Bengal stronghold. Football, well that was the
r . es with the exception of a Sailor lineman. Basketball, the Marines
iTpolized the credit with Rich O'Keefe and Frank Domenichini steal1 the limelight, but Sailors Deacon Brown, John McCann and Andy
v Ife were around. Now we are getting back to the present and that's
he all-important. The Tars seem to have a track monopoly but we'll let
L outcome of the Navy versus Marine meet speak for itself. Before
t e»day baseball was an unknown factor on the campus, but the Mastarted working out without much cooperation from the Navy half.
. w that y,e diamond activities are definite, we want to see some more
i-tion from the salts as rumors tell us that there are some plenty sweet
t uncertain around these parts, some claiming that he is going to play
jail players hidden in the Navy barracks who so far haven't let them-

P

Lives become known.

; AND, that ain't all! There is still the possibility of a boxing show be

lie pulled off within the near future, and with the Sailors facing the

Lenes. This may be kind of stale, but "Virtue is always rewarded."
f the shoe fits

Barracks A-2 Wins Swimming
Meet; Four Records Broken

By JERRY LANZIT
Last Tuesday at 4:30 Pacific stu
dents packed the grand stand of the
swimming pool to witness the first
inter-mural swimming meet of this
year.
The meet was won by barracks
A-2 with 25 points.
EIGHT EVENTS TODAY
Town, made up of civilian stud
The first track event on the slate
ents. was a close second with 24
for today is the high hurdles, in
which each team is limited to three points.
Barracks D was third with 22
men. At the same time the shot put
and pole vault should get under points.
Barracks A-l and Barracks E tied
way. At 4:50 the 440-yard run is
for fourth place with 20 points each.
scheduled to take place. At 5:00 the
Barracks C was last with 10
century and discus throw will be
points.
run off, the mile run at 5:15, and the
Barracks B failed to enter a team.
880 relay at 5:30.
This was the second inter-mural
swimming meet held at the college
ENTRANCE RESTRICTIONS
Four men will be entered in each pool since the Navy and Marines ar
of the latter track events, and any rived here last July, and incident
number in the field events. One per ally, the second time A-2 has won.
son cannot compete in more than All the credit for winning the first
three events in the two days, nor meet goes to that "One Man Swim
may any individual compete in two ming Team", Fred Tioli. This time,
races of 440 yards or longer in one credit for winning the meet goes to
day. There will be no trials for any all the men who composed the team.
The team was composed of Howard
of the events.
This meet is a preliminary tryout for the team, according to
Coach Jackson; the deciding meet
will be the intra-mural event next
Wednesday and Thursday.
The events held yesterday were
the 220 low hurdles, the javelin,
high jump, 880-yard run, broad
jump, 220 yard dash and the two
mile run.

This afternoon at 4:30 the second
half of the Sailors vs. Marines track
meet will take place in Baxter Sta
dium. The first
half of the meet
was run off yesterday, after this edi
tion's deadline.

Lenz, Melvin Larson, Bill Parker,
Dan Jackson, Mark Litchman, Jerry
Lanzit, John Miller, Avril Thomas,
and John McCann.
Here is a list of the first places:
the 150 yard medley relay was won
by the Town team consisting oV
Sandman. Wilson, and Ambler. The
220 yard free style was won by Stan
ley Wright of A-l. The 50 yard free
style was won by Jackson, of A-2.
Diving was won by Herendeen of E.
The 100 yard free style was won by
Big Jim Turner of Barracks C. The
100 yard backstroke was won by
Sandman of the Town team. Wright
won the 100 yard breast stroke. The
200-yard relay was won by four men
from the town team, Ambler, Nor
man, Sandman, and Wilson.
An interesting fact is that four
intra-mural records were broken at
the meet Tuesday. The lt>0 medley
was timed at 1:37.2, the time for the
100-yard back stroke was 1:13, the
time for the 100-yard breast stroke
was 1:13.9, and the time for the 200yard relay was 2:03.2.

"Doc" Breeden

wear it.

since when do certain individuals wearing the blue and the green on
campus feel that they [have the right to insult "the honor of the unlTo cast aspersions at personalities or individuals is one thing, but

IF

Baseball Previews

i belittle the uniform is another.
Baseball—to be or not to be? That
We are all attending this fair institution for the same reasons, so why was'the question. Here's the an
ot act like potential officers instead of grade school kids. Good sportsswer—TO BE.
lanship, gents.
Well the old ball finally
started
rolling last Tuesday afternoon when
Last week both baseball and spring football were nothing but uncer- Ens. Johnston and Larlry Seimerinties but today they are a thing of this college's immediate future. ing called for a baseball sign-up
rith Larry Siemering and Ensign P. Johnston at the helm, College
and held a meeting.
1 Pacific is going to have its first
diamond team with probable games
Practice started last Wednesday
Ith Hammer Field, who lost a close one to Seattle last week, St. with Coach Seimering socking the
ary"s preflight, bolstered by Billy Rigney from the Oaks; and the Uni- pellet around the infield and knock
ing a few high ones to the outfield
srsity of California.
None other than Coach Stagg dropped into the Weekly office during with his trusty 36-inch DiMaggio,
le week to make the announcement that spring football would get
Money trouble caused the big de
aderway Monday. With all of this before him a young man's fancy lay. The College turned thumbs
m turn to lots of things besides the sorority houses.
down on the game by .claiming that
» • •
the gate receipts from football and
basketball were peanut shells. The
LUB HOUSE CHATTER
Fireman Johnny Murphy, Yankee old reliable relief hurler, announced P.S.A. stepped in and offered the
is intentions of retiring from baseball this week, and that knocks an- boys $500 and the boys took it. This
<her loop-hole in the already battered Yank roster—Johnny McNamara, is not enough money to finance the
an Luis Obispo's gift to the Marine Corps (and all sorority gals) is whole of baseball (suits, shoes
for the track team,-and from what they tell me, he can really give gloves, bats, balls, etc.), but it will
'<• hurdles a fast go —To most of us George Druliner, star Navy come in mighty handy for traveling
nnis player, is just another racket wielder, but records show that he expenses. The boys are going to
!,yed in the men's singles final
of southern California last year, losing buy their own shoes and gloves, but
« to Bob Faulkenburg—I hear tell that there's a gent in the Navy the suits are a dark mystery. They
"racks who plays a plenty sweet third sack. Name? Donahue. Hows don't care if they have to play in
'out it, Irish?—The future of a certain Johnny Podesto has been pret- their birthday suits. All they want
Mr. Robert L. Breeden, former head of the C.O.P. physical education
' uncertain aroun dthese parts, some claiming that he is going to play to do is play ball—Thanks to a very
department, is now an American Red Cross staff worker in North Afr.oa.
generous
P.S.A.
they
now
have
that
football, while others have him pitching strikes for Jimmy Phelan's
*el eleven next fall. But, Mr. Podesto is right now in a Marine hos- opportunity.
W at Parris Island, and will probably confine his immediate future to
'e Marines.
(Continued from page 2)
(Continued from page 6)

rid Practice
onday — Stagg
pring football practice will start
'day, April 3 according to the
*t release from the office of
08 Alonzo Stagg, popular Tiger
1 mentor. All men interested can
1 UP in the gymnasium immedi-

Pancakes and
A C o l l e g e Group
Aside from being an expert on
world affairs. Dr. Knoles has a min
or accomplishment, which very of
ten appeals to a college student
more than the vital current events.
He is a champion pancake maker.
Last Sunday Dr. Knoles consented
to prepare a pancake feast, for the
purpose of getting a new college
group started at the Central Metho
dist Church in Stockton.
Thirty college students were pres
ent, and six adult leaders. An in
crease of activities is soon expected
and the group will meet for two
hours every Sunday, 9:30 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. Every college student is
welcomed to be present any Sun

"Grand Old Man" of football
pleased with the large list
"en signed up so far and will
great things from the rem^ of last year's wonder team.
u8h it isn't a certainty just who
1)6 back at C.O.P. come next
Lueder, Jack Hurley, Jack
"W. Cowboy Klemenok, and Bob
lnter should form the nucleus
day.
mother big time team.
,e

retty

Intra-mural
Track Meet
The final
tryout for the
track team will take place
next Wednesday and Thurs
day. The meet will be the in
tra-mural track meet, between
the various barracks and
town teams, and will be held
in the manner of the two day
meet this week — with the
events split between the two
dates.

Every barracks and the
town team is invited to enter
some men in each event, and
the competitors are asked to
get out to the track as soon
after 4:30 as possible so the
meet may get under way.

Beef Box

I'll take your third and fourth
points together—compulsory student
body cards and their value. Can
you imagine any other college you
could attend where you would not
have to buy a student body card in
order to represent the school? If a
player is representing his school
(and that most certainly is a priv
ilege) it is natural to suppose that
he is a member of the student body.
Furthermore, your precious $7AO is
spread out, not only for the Weekly,
but for the year book, the AWS.
SCA. spring athletics (who do you
think supports the track, swimming,
tennis and golf teams), all social
functions, debate, and deputations!
What's left (knd there isn't much)
is put into a reserve fund.
That's the value of your card. If
you had done any thinking, you
would have realized that all stu-

Former Pacificites

Dick Gebhart Torpedo Man third
class is attending an advanced tor
pedo school in San Diego after six
months' active duty in the Pacific.
He wears a silver star for partic
ipation in five battles, also a gold
star for one battle. He was torpedoman on an aircraft carrier.
dent activities are supported by the
P.S.A. If you are interested in what
happens to each penny, contact any
student body officer. They will glad
ly tell you.
I hope that this will help you un
derstand, Democrat, that there Is
a terrible war going on, and that
C.O.P. Is a war-minded campus, try
ing Its best to keep up the traditions
and ideals that set It apart from all
other colleges. Take it or leave It
A Student Body Officer.
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Dunham Dancers
(Continued from page 1)
seats should send in their mail or
ders and checks immediately to the
Pacific Little Theatre. Seats will go
on sale April 3, at Fuhrman Music
Co., 29 North California Street,
phone 5-5611.

Semper Fidelis
(Continued from page 2)
Torgerson, who once again is a ci
vilian. In the letter to his former
room-mate he contemplates the ex
periences of the group that leaves
in July. Now that the D. I. at P. I.
are accustomed to the V-12ers and
a little matter of one-hundred and
twenty degrees in the shade Tor
gerson feels that the group will ex
perience a new redemption in their
lives. Now back at Oregon due to
physical disabilities, Torgerson will
graduate this June from Williamette University and at present is
practicing teaching at one of the
local high-schools.

Jap-Americans

Junior Miss
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

McKEE SHOWS TALENT
Comedienne Betty McKee, who
has her first major role in the up
stairs theatre, with her straight
bangs and large brown eyes, shows
hitherto unknown golden talent in
her characterization of the adorable

ently some of the Japanese-Ameri
cans prefer to remain in the centers
than to come out and live among
the belligerent Americans. This ap
parent belligerency was stirred up
by the pressure-groups who waited
for the psychological moment to
play on public opinion.

The musical heatwave, which left
the metroplis at the peak of an un
•Fuffy."
scheduled three months' run, forced
EVACUATION PECULIARITY
out by New York's critical theatre
Emmae Prising is lovely as the
shortage, will be a treat to local
Mother of the Graves and Sally
Mrs. Reith attempted to point out
theatre-goers.
Rinehart turns in a good perform the unreasonableness and peculiar
Bobby Capo, known as the Bing
ance as usual. Pat Barret played ity of this evacuation, in view of
Crosby of South America, and the
her part of "Ellen" nicely and the fact that no Germans or Italians
Dixieland Band whose jam sessions
looked beautiful. Bruce King too were removed, although we were al
have made a smoke-filled Green
turned in a nice piece of work.
so at war with those two countries.
wich hangout known as Nick's a
These people, many of them aliens,
"BIT-PLAYERS"
Mecca for hep-cats the country DEMERIT WORRIES
who had an opportunity to become
This is one time when it is right
over, share honors with Roger
Once again the fellows are begin
naturalized, were allowed to stay,
to
mention
the
work
done
by
the
Ohardieno, Lucille Ellis, and other ning to worry and contemplate over
the speaker said, while the Exclu
golden-skinned rhythm experts in the demerit lists. At the beginning bit-players. And they certainly de sion Act hadn't permitted naturalthe cast of what one Broadway crit of the semester the navy was in the serve more than merely honorable iation for the Japanese evacuees.
ic called "an Equatorial Cook's lead by a wide margin, but the act mention as a name. These small Before this the FBI had made care
Tour, raffish, revealing, tempestous ivity of the past two weeks has walk-ons call for definite character ful investigations and had removed
and torrid."
somewhat closed that gap between ization on the part of the players, all people connected with Shinto or
It was as a result of the unani both units .... Several of the V- some of them not being longer than ganizations, and had done quite a
mous newspaper hunt for synonyms 12ers at one of the eastern univer four or six lines long. Marcelyn good job of picking up people who
for the word "hot," and the conse sities took the demerit system in Battilana as Hilda the maid, keeps were in favor of Japan as opposed
quent siege at the box office, that toll by a little calculation on the the audience in stitches by merely to America.
manager S. Hurok extended an orig problem. At this eastern university walking into the room. And Bill
inal two-weeks' engagement to elev when ever demerits were given out Barkhaus who exhibits rib-tickling CULTURAL GENIUS
en, only to be confronted by the the victims demerit card was pun pantomime as one of Lois's boy
Mrs. Reith emphasized the fact
lack of another house when the pre ched, these cards were the only re friends does a wonderfully funny
that
we must be clear about our
viously booked tenant arrived.
cord of the demerits given out. Since short scene. Jim Oliver as Arbuckle
patriotism,
and squarely face the
gives
an
excellent
two-minutes
of
Miss Dunham, whose last visit to the trainees carried their own cards
Broadway was as the naughty Geor they went to town and ordered du side-splitting slapstick. Not to for bad problem of racial discrimina
gia Brown of "Cabin in the Sky" plicates from a local printing est get Richard Willey, Gordon Med- tion, for the genius of our culture
and who has sojourned in Holly ablishment. Thus each trainee car dlin, Howard Lenz, Billy Glaves, nor is centered around the melting-pot
wood to make three motion pictures ried several cards and no one card how funny Alan Bingham is as the
principle.
("Star Spangled Rhythm," "Stormy expressed more than a limited num singing telegram boy.
W e a t h e r , " a n d " C a r n i v a l i n ber of checks.
Lt. Norvelle as the roaring J. B.
The speaker gave much credit to
Rhythm"), is a serious student of
Style Note
The procession of Curtis was comical in his blustering the Student Relocation Council for
hot rhythms.
yellow that occurred a week ago scenes.
its work in arranging for 26,000 Jap
She lived a year and a half with
Tuesday in the cafeteria only proved DELIGHTFUL
anese- Americans to keep on going
the secretive peoples of the Carib
to the marines and navy that she
All in all, "Junior Miss" is delight to college. They are now in schools
bean who practice Voodoo and black
still has the best and also brings to ful entertainment. There will be
magic, getting chicken feathers in
light that competition is definitely two performances this week-end,
her hair and having spells woven
jacking on the campus.
Friday and Saturday nights. *The
over her in graveyards.
curtain
will be at 8:30. Tickets may
NEAR
TRAGEDY
Out of these weird experiences
Transportation by the bus-system be purchased at the Little Theatre
has come "Tropical Revue" in which
Miss Dunham and her contortionist lately has' become a harrowing ex box office.
cohorts sing and dance through perience. On Sunday Evenings the
three forty east main
scenes ranging from primitive Af fellows come storming into the bar the marines and sailors alike al
rican to low-down Rhumba in Ha racks relating their almost tragic most missed the ten o'clock dead
vana, from Brazilian Carnival time escapade from the bay-area to the line by having to make two complete
to New Orleans jazz and right down college. The last time a dither arose round-trips to Oakland before the
over the Greyhound, it seemed that driver found the right road to Stock
to boogie-woogie.

Language Society
Elects President

Miss Marie Ptletz was el*.
president of Phi Sigma Ga^,
honorary language society, a,
first meeting of the new semt
held Wednesday, March 22. Shei
replace Mrs. Marie Louise Decs
who recently resigned.

Other officers of the club who
carrying over from last semester
Miss Margery Mehl, vice presid.
Miss Vera Rodoni, historian, ,
Miss Helen Boehme, secretary-tr.
An afghan, to be presented to
Red Cross, was completed by th..
ciety. The future program inclu
plans for an initiation to be held
May.

Foreign records were played, a
refreshments were served. Mrs
Carle presided.

over the United States and nu

have been reported leaders in •

schools and in several instam
presidents of

the student bodi

average is 2.4. In short, these p
pie

are

simply

Americans,

a

The students average grade po
would find it very difficult to live
any other country, even Japan.
PLEA FOR NEGROES

A plea was given for thoughts
action for the Negroes, especially

Los Angeles. These Negroes w>
urged to come here from the Sou
and upon arrival, found only an i
ditional five

blocks in which the

sands of them were to five.

THE WONDER

ton. The best system found is to
take an hour earlier bus thus guar
anteeing a possible journey back be
fore the curfew.

Wanted!!
A young lady for Commercial
Photography Model Work.
Appointments for Proof Sitting
and Information
Phone 3-1984

RAIN NOT SNOW
To the new men of the Marine
Unit. Apologies are in order, my
calculation was wrong. It was rain
that was mistaken for snow by this
reporter.

Have a "Coke" = Sakabona
(WHADDYA SAY?)

colorful
bright new
BLAZERS
.. .from Bloemfontein to Buffalo

5
y
u

In South Africa, as in the U. S. A., the greeting Have a "Coke"
helps the American sailor to get along. And it helps, too, in your

12.98
To top your skirts and casual dresses

home when you have Coca-Cola in your icebox. Across the Seven
. as, Coca-Cola stands for the pause that rejreshes,—the friendly
-olure of good-natured folks.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Ltd., Stockton

"Coke" = Coca-Cola
It's naturalfor popular names
to acquire friendly abbrevia
tions. That's why you hear
Coca-Cola called "Coke".

these smart young blazer jackets in
fine 100% WOol.

Plain and checked Shetlands-
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Alpha Theta

Holds Dance
I f.om nine until one o'clock Sat' , . March 25, Alpha Theta Tau
Mtheir spring dance. The theme
* -Sophisticated Swing" and flowrii
and Candles constituted the dec-

-jtions-

, PATRONESSES

ATBONS

patrons and patronesses were
and Mesdames Allen Bacon,
' ,8rd Betz, Joseph Greenwood,
*Mrs. A. H. Turner,
patsy CurUs was General Chairand her committees included
following: Decorations: Mary
Yardley (chairman), Peggy
y, Phyllis Wraith, Sally Silh Jean Lasher, Joan Schroe1 Louise Hall; Bids, Peggy Van
jaaken, Janet Mast, Betty Feri. Patrons and Patronesses, BetCarter, Mary Roberts, Marianne
earn; Music, Jean McCloud, Vandene Caroll; Food, Barbara GoodID, Betty Holt, Janice Gosling;
can-up, LaVerne Severln (chairlin)i Dot Hartman, June Day, PegVan Vranken, Peggy Roth, MaJane Yardley, Janet Mast, and
iarianne Ahearn.
OSE ATTENDING
Those Alpha Thetas and their
uests attending included the foliwlng: Vera Broder, Dick Pavlov;
itty Ferrari, Carl Leuder; Dot
artman, Keith Parker; LaVerne
verine, Bud Engdahl; Peggy
eedy, Pat Long; Janice Gosling,
lck GoethalS; Betty Carter, Jack
ullivan; Barbara Thompson, Ed
yne: Patsy Curtis, .Jack Hurley;
tty Holt, Kieth Lukens; June
The

fjsrs

ICE
SKATING

EVEHY
Afternoon
2:30-5:00
Brening
.
7:30-10:30

STOCKTON

ICE RINK

We Got Fooled!
School Tomorrow!
The Navy and Fate have agreed
that school be in session here to
morrow, so the saner and more sen
sible on the campus are sitting with
an expression of resigned hope, de
bating as to whether or not the salt
shakers at the cub house will have
a touch of pepper mixed in, if there
will be enough tennis balls in evi
dence at the gym to hold tennis
class, and if the profs' bicycle tires
will have the usual amount of air.
NOW, DONT DO IT!
(It should be understood that the
above remarks are not written in a
suggestive vein — nothing like the
mother who left her children for an
afternoon with the warning to them
not to play in the attic, and if they
did, not to put any beans in their
noses. Of course, when she returned
the children went to the doctor to
have beans extracted.)
ORIGIN?
Each year as the first day of April
approaches, queries are heard as to
the origin of All Fool's Day, but no
one has been able to discover any
thing to indicate the reason for its
existence.
Day, Jack MacNamara; Vanadine
Carroll, Dave Spink; Barbara Good
win, Fred Fry; Peggy Roth, Dick
Phyllis Wraith, Lt. Johnny Kramer;
Connolly; Mary Roberts, Joe Coats;
Phyllis Wraith,L t. Johnny Kramer;
Stevens; Marianne Ahearn, Mike
Sally Silbaugh, Lt. Paul Lynde;
Van Vranken, Ralph Troley; Joan
Hunter, Bob Keisser; Joan Schroebel, Wayne Morrill; Aimee Arbios,
Lt. Henry Chick III; Mary Lou
Noonan, Paul Kuntz; Louise Hall,
Bob Smith- Mr. and Mrs. J. Norton.

AS ALWAYS
Let's Meat At

Z7hot&
3216 Pacific Are.

West Weber at Lincoln

Bill Lunt
UNION OIL
PRODUCTS

Logan's
DISTINCTIVE
PORTRAITURE
SINCE 1896
20 N. San Joajuin
Phone 2-2148

On Pacific Avenue

A. W. S.
Elections
The A.W.S. election was
held Monday. The returns
showed that the following
girls were elected to offices:
president, Dolores Perry;. 1st
vice-president, Alta McCUntock; 2nd vice-president, Laverne Severln; recording sec
retary, Lois Butterfieid; cor
responding secretary, Dorothy
Gelatt. These girls will take
office on installation day some
time in May, and will hold the
positions for the terms of
1M4-45.

Navy
(Continued from page 2)
from his column, we'd say that that
guy Sullivan ought to be wrapped
up in khaki and moved over to
building C. . . . The second half
of the Marines vs. Sailors track
meet should be taking place today.
Why not drop around? .' . . Now
it's Pellerin and Adams making like
Bodley at the assemblies. . . . Watch
this space next week for blasts on
Jack Luck, the lad with the wild
sea stories, and Laurence Rosa, the
V-12 trainee with a hash mark.

For Navy and
Marine Men

Refreshments
on the
campus
jt

7Ite Qui

Rose
Pharmacy
ANYTHING EXCELLENT
IN DRUGS
Pacific Avenue

King's
The Quality
Jeweler

TOfJ

PACIFIC AVENUE

Opening Tea Heralds
Spring Rushing
Blanket Invitation Extended to
Rushees, Instructors, and Students
Another Spring ushers in another Rush
rushing rushees and harried housemembers
banners of spring pastels and gay lipsticks.
All rush functions in the houses will be
rushing rushees and harried housemembers
Alpha Theta Tau; and Elaine Peterson, Epsilon Lambda Sigma.
The Season asserts itself in a
grand array of Opening Teas, Sun
day, April 2. A blanket Invitation
has been extended to include all
women students and instructors as
well as rushees.

TAU KAPPA KAPPA

Tau Kappa Kappa will welcome
guests from two until five o'clock.
Grace Dlckman is General Chair
man of the affair. Refreshments are
in charge of Ava June Colliver and
she will be assisted by Laurie Mar
shall, Barbara Merriam, Kay Secara; Serving, Earlene Waters as
sisted by Betty Jean Hull, Viola
Nale, Elaine Wiefel; Pouring, Mrs.
Kathleen Seagraves and Mrs. Rob
Last Thursday evening Epsilon ert Betz; Decorations, Claire WilLambda Sigma bestowed member kens; Entertainment, Jane Scott;
ship on seventeen pledges at the tra Clean-up, Doris Cundiff.
ditional formal candlelight initia EPSILON LAMBDA SIGMA
tion ceremony presided over by
Epsilon Lambda Sigma will serve
President lone Anguin.
tea
from three until five o'clock,
The ceremony was followed by a
and General Chairman of the after
formal dinner and housemeeting.
Those new members wearing the noon is Shirley Troyer. Her com
Epsilon pin are the following: Ada mittees include the following; Dec
Louise Anderson, Ruth Bath, Becky orations, Janet James (chairman).
Roset, Jane Keuchler, Dorothy Cole Cam Jamieson, Fanchon Leeker;
man, June Cooley, Janet James, Preparations, Flo Dwelley (chair
Wilma Myer, Jackie Newcomb, Beth man), Iris Jane Jacobs, Betty HoHarmon, Carolyn Smythe, Vera Ro- gan; Kitchen, Mary Flaa (chair
doni, Virginia Jensen, Harriett Gun- man), Jeanne Hall, Lisa Kassel,
ton, Fanchon Leeker, Eva Marie Beth Harmon; Food, Jean Agers,
Dorothy Emigh; Clean-up, Virginia
Genuit, and Lisa Kassel.
Jensen, Dot Coleman, Pat Barrett,
Carol Rothenbush.

New Epsilons
Initiated

ALPHA THETA TAU

Telephone 6-6324

Orsi's
1910 Pacific Ave.
PASTRY and DELICATESSEN
Always Delicious
Always Heady
Orsi's Rsady-Csoked Poo. a
Open Evenings and Sundays

Headquarters

ELAINE PETERSON, Editor

Alpha Theta Tau will welcome
guests from four until six o'clock,
and Betty Ferrari is General Chair
man of the event. Her committees
include the following: Food, Jean
McCloud, Joan Schroebel, La Verne
Severine: Decorations, Betty Carter,
Vanadine Carroll, Dorothy Hartman; Kitchen, Joan Hunter, Mary
Roberts; Piano, Ruth Tutton, Mari
etta Curtin, Phyllis Wraith.

Ijaliand 9ce & tyu&l Go.
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE on.
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
HOCK
GRAVEL

Grant at Weber Are.

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif
Stockton

Dial S-0229

Plumbing With A Smile

MILLER-HAYS CO.
Oollcfe at tbe Padfie

Season complete with
all camouflaged under
under the direction of
all camouflaged under

6-4-4 Plan

(Continued from page 1)
enth, eighth, ninth and tenth grad
ers by grouping them together, as
opposed to having them study and
associate with students far above
and below their age range.
BETTER GUIDANCE
The advantages especially for the
junior college to be derived from
this program include better guid
ance. Counselors may give guidance
all through the four years of Jun
ior college, instead of having stu
dents drift in the first year after
high school and perhaps take the
wrong subjects. Also, the vocational
education will be put on its proper
level. A general education will be
secured in lower division, and up
per division students may better
concentrate on vocational study.
The Individual students' educa
tion may be accelerated by this pro
gram, for many seniors out of the
present high schools waste much
time, and the majority don't go to
college at all. It has been proven
In Pasadena and elsewhere that this
system has a greater holding power
for the students, for they don't want
to quit school when they have com
pleted only the sixth grade of gram
mar school or the tenth grade of
high school.
BETTER COURSES
I Something not to be overlooked
is the fact that after the larger jun
ior college is formed, the income of
the school will greatly increase,
since the state allots more support
to a college than to a high school;
thereby the school will have better
facilities and may offer more and
richer courses.

I

Charles A.
Haas
Jewelers
We Specialize
in
Identification
Bracelets
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Editor
Business Manager.

.Lucy Harding
.Jeanne Davis

That's Life. • •
By PEARL STEINER

BEEF BOX

Reams of newspaper copy and
countless hours of speeches in gen Dear Editor:
Dear Editor:
eral, and commencement speeches
The opinion expressed in the let
This is in answer to last »
in particular, have been devoted to ter to the Weekly last week is mu
letter to the Weekly.
the now trite theme, "The Youth of tual to many of us here on the cam
The writer has made several»
Today is the Citizen of Tomorrow." pus. This is especially true In re
points in his suggestions, but j
INTELLIGENT?
gard to the student body card situ be more specific.
Memim
It has been the hope of the news ation, which brings up the question:
First—True, those men from
paper writer and the oratory that Why should the civilian students
Plsjociated Go3e6iale Press
er schools do not sing ' Pacific ^
this future citizenry would be intel have to pay $7.50 for their student
Associate Editor
Nancy Kaiser ligent enough and i n qu i s i t i v e body cards, When the service men with the fervor we might wish
there are many loyal Pacifl^
Make-up Editor
J° e Williamson enough to make that mythical world have to pay only $5.00? We realize who don't know the words to #7
of
tomorrow
a
better
place
in
which
Jack Sulllvan
that they are in the service and are spite the fact that they have b,
Sports Editor
to live. It is conceded that one of
Society Editor
Elaine Peterson the best ways through which one under many disadvantages, but printed several times in the
when it comes to the question of If they would learn to sing it ^
Columnists: Pearl Steiner, Don Westover, Joe Williamson. Frances becomes a good citizen is through
finances they are much better off
Crozier, Jack Sullivan, Flo Strand, Elinor Sizelove.
acquaintance with contemporary than the average college student. rectly and well, perhaps it wouijj
spire those men of other school,
Reporters: Nancy Grant, Ruth McLemore, Elaine Peterson, Betty affairs.
The fellows in the service not on do likewise.
Hogan, Elinor Sizelove, Sally Silbaugh, Iris Scribner, Jean MacNeill,
The invention of the telegraph
Second—The point about the j.
ly receive room, board, tuition,
Rudi Fischer, Charles Cook.
radio, and Morse code have all made
books, but are paid a moderate ness of the campus is well tfi,
significant contributions to facilitate
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Stu the rapid gathering of news on cur wage besides. This is far different Since it is impossible to have au,
dent Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the rent war fronts. Organizations like than we who have to work our way crew of men to keep the lav,--:
Post Office, Stockton, California, under the act of March S, 1879. Accept United and Associated Press do through college. Not only that, but perfect order, as in former tin
why do civilians living on the cam strict beautiful cut lawns mustb
ance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section 103, their best to make it reliable.
pus have to buy student body cards casualty of war. However, it fc
October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
If we are to be the intelligent citi
while it is optional for the service to everyone of us to keep paper i
zens that the newspaper, the radio,
men? In fact, they even mailed trash from being thrown carele,
and the populace of the entire world
them so we would be sure and get about.
are hoping we'll be, we had better
Third: Many students feel the
learn to read the newspaper and lis them.
PSA card is not worth the mo:
This
letter
is
not
directed
at
the
ten to the radio.
mainly because they never k,
That old familiar institution that fellows in the service, as they are a
what happens to the money i
swell
bunch
of
fellows,
and
have
never seems to have gum, known
The mysticism is gone.
hand in. Though the advantage:
locally as the College Bookstore, or nothing to do with this unfair situ
And Faith needs jacking up again.
having a PSA card are numet
ation.
What
is
disliked
is
the
dis
Several circumstances have hightened our need.
ders four San Francisco Chronicles
on paper, few of us are able to bi
crimination
and
childish
treatment
One was a sailor's expression as he made his last Chap every day. On sunshiny days it man
of civilians. After all when one goes fit by them all, and it seems that
el visit before Midshipman School departure. Expression? ages to sell three.
Perhaps, lack of it would be better. For, he came, hoping Does your roommate have a ra to college he is supposed to be able are not getting our money's wo
to receive through the Chapel Service a spiritual accept dio? Compare the number of news to accept responsibility and treated Why couldn't a monthly rei
of the PSA budget and subseqi
flashes and the number of hit pa as such. The civilian fellows here
ance of his problem.
transactions be printed in
are
looked
upon
as
a
bunch
of
draft
And he left as he had come—fearful and wondering. rades that you and he have listened
Weekly? Corporations do it,
to. How intelligent does this make dodgers, having little or no repre
sentation in the school government. certainly we are entitled to
the "Citizen of Tomorrow" look?
In reality, the majority of them are same consideration.
A second focus-finder was a forty-ish couple whose THREE THINGS
only son had shipped over. Their earnest eyes kept say Fellows of college age the* world awaiting call, are under age, or have Fourth—As for buying a 1
ing, "We've never, gone to church much. But our boy's over, in the inaccessible depths of been discharged.
card, why not? One of the res
gone and we need something to hang on to." They attend Africa and the untrod backlands of All they ask is fair treatment, and for which we come to college i
ed Chapel for a while. But no rod and staff was offered. New Zealand, New Guinea, and believe that a broader use of democ learn to work with a group. Tol
So, they turned away, uncomforted.
Australia, live one day to the next racy be practiced in school govern the privileges which we enjoyswimming pool, Little Theatre
hoping for three things. These are: ment for the benefit of all.
tercollegiate sports, the Weekly
A Civilian.
letters
from
home,
a
copy
of
their
A third awakener was Col. Tchou's reciting of the Gen
cial events (which this year I
paper in the field, and the end of the
eralissimo's Commandments for Chinese Officers:
failed miserably, partly thre
Dear
Editor:
war.
1. No Love of Money
Miss Pearl Steiner, sparkling from non - cooperation of the stt
Guinea-Gold and the Stars and
body), to have these things t
2. No Fear of Death
Stripes are the papers in the field. her recent victory at Linfield yet
3. No Love of Ostentation
money,
and certainly, if a sto
Folded half sheets, they feature war smarting from her verbal stalemate
4. No Smoking
news, war maps, and the news on from the lecture platform, last week wishes to participate in these ti
5. No Drinking
the coming election, in the interest resorted to the editorial column of he should be willing to suppor
6. No Immorality
of which they closely follow the our Weekly to present a brief but group that makes them possil
7. No Lying
The willingness to think am
Congressional fight on the soldier incomplete criticism of the conclud
8. No Lending or Borrowing
constructively, and to stani
ing
lecturer
on
this
year's
series.
vote.
For days, we repeated them in wonder. But we have DID YOU KNOW?
Her attack was warranted but when responsibilities are -our own Ten Commandments to equal them. Yet they How many of you know that a why couldn't she be complete in her out, instead of griping and
fading into the backgrounc
are blurred to us.
German general was killed in an statements. "The fact that a man
Why? Why isn't the way made clear so we can lean elevator during an R.A.F. raid on was born into a wealthy family is what we need.
So come on Pacificites. Fig'
against them before taking up the fight?
Berlin? How many of you know not proof that he cannot be a good
Why all the fumbling attempts in our Chapel pro that the Marianas Islands are only administrator." No, but when the your democracy right here. ceedings to impart intellectuality to youth, when we cry 1300 miles south of Tokyo? And lecturer went on to point out con off that apathy and help mak
P.S.A. a live, active organizati1
for a foothold in the Rock of Belief?
did you notice that when the Char clusively that not a single one of
Allegorical, suffused-in-a-mist theology cannot help lie Chaplin trial put war news on the example cases knew the value belongs to us. This is our c
and its success or failure de
us.
the second page that it might pos of the dollar and pointed out the
A Fighting Ti
The white light of reason burns us and leaves scars. sibly have had the dual purpose of financial failure in such enterprises on us!
Our numinous shrivels beneath it.
sensationalism and the very impor as the "apple vending machines,"
Our soul-sanctity is profaned by those who seek to re tant, but not very agreeable fact, the corn seed business which re Ed. Note: You're on the
duce every emotion to its common denominator, who try that the Italian port of Naples, once mained in a dormant status while track Tiger, and if you'll P
to explain all human and scientific phenomena, who leave devastated by Allied bombardment all others prospered, and finally the your fangs long enough to rea
nothing spiritual to our young imaginations and vision is now back in working order and newspaper which was presented on next letter, you'll find your sa
Perhaps, in a world at peace, we would be willing to can handle more shipping than ev a silver platter only to tarnish into in true corporation style!
sit through discussions of materialistic philosophies, world er?
the hands of the only competitor in
panaceas, and race problems—which have a definite place These same fellows who read town.
the "Democrat":
in our education scheme—but here must be subordinated Guinea Gold and the Stars and Unless it is Miss Steiner's wish ToYour
"letter," or I should sa!
to our individual needs.
Stripes don't like to talk about the that her voice be heard with the "appeal for action," will be j*
WAR heightens personal problems, separations and war when they're home on furlough, thousands of political reformers answer. Your first point is t
losses.
but you may notice that they read who scream daily from the printed
We need to know that "underneath are the everlast the paper to get the war news on page or medium of radio, why logical, well balanced deman
true that the Navy and ^
ing arms."
all fronts, and they listen to the ra doesn't she turn to a little clean up haven't done their part in e'
We need to know that "under His wings shalt thou dio news flashes and the commen campaign here at home where it our song, so perhaps you ca
trust."
tary on them. This they do unob will do some good. Why are the
We need to know the solace of the Twenty-third trusively and without any delusions screens in the girls' dorm nailed? a course of action by ^
problem may be solved.
Psalm.
of the role of grandeur they will Why are the fire escapes locked?
Now, for the rest of y° ur ^
That's not asking much.
Pacific Is a small school, let's stay —and your moan about the
play in the World of Tomorrow.
In a pool our own size!
TRUE CONFESSION
looking ragged. I'm sure
This is not designed to increase
Bava would be more than
Ed. Note: We were planning to accept your services! Per *
the San Francisco Chronicle's cir
culation or to burden the mails with reply to last week's letter, but have do not know that the war ^
copy of Guinea Gold and the Stars been deluged by letters such as the en the greater part of our ®
PSA Card Salesmen howl for business.
and Stripes coming the homeward following ones. LOYAL PACIFIC- er, and that the campus ^
But we know of two days when the hall booth was way, nor is it to make the Phlleo ITES TO THE FORE! (Bless'em!) tended by our own boys is ^
der the care of a group
empty and the second floor office cold and tenantless Company rich by selling more radio
So
tubes. Rather, let us consider it as place in which to live through the worked but capable men
So we pocketed our Confederate bills in a huff.
a confession of negligence on the simple method of using the tools are so indignant about t
And, no doubt, a lot of other PSA well-wishers have part of one Youth of Today who is available. In this way we can best tions of our campus, may J
going to quietly do her best to make serve the third purpose of winning you do your part to keep ^
done likewise.
that World of Tomorrow a better the war—and keeping it won.
(See BEEF BOX, p»$»
How about some functioning, people?
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